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SOCIAL WELFARE FUNCTIONS BASED ON INDIVIDUA], RANKINGS

LDO A. COODMAN AND IIARRTMARKOWITZI

ABSTRACT

K. J. Arrorv has described 6ve apparently reasonable properties which any voting systern or other "social
rvelfare fuuction" should have. He has demonstrated mnthematically [rat none could possibly have al] these
properties. One of his requirements is questionable, but if itis nrodified many "votingsystems" become ac-
ceptable,

A social welfare function is defined as a
method for obtaining group preferences,
given thepreferences of the individual mem-
bers of the group, An election system, for
example, gives a "community choice" of
candidates as a function of voters' choices.
Kenneth Arrow2 has shown (1) that if indi-
vidual preferences are expressed as rankings
of various alternatives and (2) that if we re-
quire certain "natural" conditions of any

"acceptable" social welfare function, then
"acceptable" welfare functiorn do not exist.
No rvelfare function has the properties
which, it would seem at first glance, we
rvould require of, for example, a reasonable
voting system.

In this paper we argue that the Arrow
postulates are not as plausible as they at
fi:-st appear. The Arrow postulates can be
modif,ed somewhat to meet our objections,
but tl:en many social welfare functions
satisfy the modified postulates. The fact
that a large class of social welfare functions
exist means tlat value judgments in addi-
tion to those embodied in the modilied
postulates are needed to choose a unique
function. We will then consider rvhich of
the many functions not rejected by the
modified postulates seem most reasonable.

Let us consider an exampie of a welfare

r Mr. Goodman's contribution was Enanced in
part by the Oltce of Naval Research. Mr. Mark-
owitz's contribution was initiated while he was a
Research Fellorv of the Cowles Commission for
Research in llconomics. This paper will be re-
printed as Corvles Commission Nerv Series No. 67.

'K. J, Arrow, Saci.d Choice arul. Indittidual
Ialzas (New York: Jolrn Wiley & Sons, 1951).

function which, like all welfare functions,
contradicts the "natural" conditions which
Arrow requires. This example will be useful
later, when rve consider the plausibility of
the Arrow conditions.

Each "voter" ranks the "candidates,"
the lowest ranking being assigned to his first
preference. Consider the welfare function
which prescribes: for each candidate total
the ranks given him by the various voters;
one candidate is socially preferred to an-
other if his sum of ranks is less than that of
the other. Thus, if we have three candidates,
a, b, and c, who are ranked by two voters,
.4 and B, as in Table 1, then 6 is preferred

TABLE 1 TABLD 2

to o and o is preferred to c. But if c had not
been available, the rankings would have
been as in Table 2; aand. D would be socially
equivalent. This phenomenon of a cha"nging
social choice (D was preferred to o when c
was available but was equivalent to a when
d lvas not available) contradicts a condition
which Arrow thinks is natural to impose on

"acceptable" social welfare functions.
Let us present another example known

as Lhe "paradox of voting," whidr is de-
scribed also by Arrow. A natural way of
arriving at a social preference might be to
say that one candidate is preferred to
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another candidate if a majority of voters in
the community prefer the fust candidate
to the second, i.e., would choose the fust
over the second if there were only two.
Thus, if we have three candidates, a, 6, and
c, rvho are ranked by three voters, A, B, C,
as in Table 3, then a majority prefer a to 6

TABLE 3

and 6 to c. If the community is to be re-
garded as behaving ,'rarionally,,, we are
forced to say that a is preferred to c. But
in fact a majority prefer c to o. Hence the
social lt elfare function based on rnajority
rule does not exhibit the r,rationality,, one
might wish to require oI such modes of
social choice.

If we had used the social welfare function
first described (summation of ranks), we
would have found that a, b, and c $/ere
socially equivalent but that when D was not
available c was preferred to a. Hence, again
we see the phenomenon of a changing social
choice, which contradicts a condition which
Arrow thinks is natural.

The Arrow conditions, to be satisfied by
any t'acceptable" social welfare function,
may tre paraphrased as follows:

Cond.iti.on, /.*The social rvelfare function is
a method for obtaining a simple social
ordering (which is transitive) defined for
a sufficiently wide range of individual
orderings (rankings).

Cond,i.li.on Z.*ff alternative (a) rises or re-
mains still in the ordering of every indi-
vidual and no other change takes place
in those orderings, then alternative (o)
rises, or at least does not fall, in the social
ordering.

A social wellare function gives a social
choice (or set of choices) for every set of
available alternatives. We may consider the
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"choice function" associated with a given
social rvelfare function, and we may con-
sider how this choice function changes as
vo-ters' pre{erences change or as changes
take place in the considered (though not
necessarily available) candidates. Arrow
requires:

Cond.ition 3 (Ind.ependence oJ .irrel,eaanl oJ-
ternatives).-If each voter ranks each
available candidate exactly the same in
one situation as he does in another, then,
no matter what is true about the rankings
of the other (nonavailable) candidates
who have been considered, the choice
among the available caudidates is the
same in both situations.

Cond.ition 4.-The social rvelfare function
must not be "imposed"; i.e., it must not
be given independently of individual
preferences.

Cond.ition, 5.*The social welfare function
must not be dictatorial; i.e., it must not
be identical with the preferences of one
individual, irrespective of all other indi-
viduals' preferences.

Arrow has shown that no social welfare
function satisfi.es the foregoing, apparently
reasonable, conditions. The example of a
weliare function which we first considered
(summation of ranks) contradicts Condi-
tion 3, and themethod of majority rule con-
tradicts the transitMty propefty of Condi-
tion 1.

We will first present our objections to the
Arrow conditions intuitively and then state
our position more formally. Suppose you
intended to serve refreshments to tryo
friends. You could serve t}em either coffee
or tea but not both; .,{ preferred coffee, .B
preferred tea. It seems clear that a sym-
metric ("democratic") welfare function
would rank coffee and tea equally. Suppose
you had other inforrnation concerning the
preferences oI / and B. While ,4 prefers
coffee to tea, he prefers tea to cocoa and
cocoa to milk. B, on the other hand, not
only prefers tea to coffee but prefers cocoa
to cofiee, milk to coffee, tomato juice to
coffee; he would rather drink water than
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coffee; and he preferred tea to cocoa, milk,
tomato juice, and water. Given this added
information, it seems plausible to serve tea
rather than coffee; for it does not make
"much difference" to -4, and it makes ,,quite
a bit of difference" t<l B.

In terrns of the example of Tables 1 and
2, if we had the information in Table 1, then
this infonnation should have been used
even when only a and 6 are available. ff
initially rve had only the information in
Table 2 (i.e., the prelerences of ,4 and B for
o and 6) and then had been given the in-
formation in Table 1 (i.e., the preferences of
,4. and B for a, D, and c), we might rvish to
use the lact tlat it seems to make ,,more

difierence" to 3 than to .4. Thus the ,,irrele-

vant altemative" is not necessarily irrele,
vant.3

Still looking at the problem intuitively,
it may be objected that although B prefers
, more than a but less than D, rvhile .4
prefers 6 more than c but less than a, still
B may feel less "difference" between a and D

ttran does ,4. This argument might be put
forth no matter how many objects were
found preferred by B to b but not to o. We
can avoid some of the consequences of this
argument if we assume that each indi-
vidual has only a finite number of indifier-
ence levels or t'levels of discretion.,, That
is, for some y'fl, once we find "l[ states or
candidates none of which are indiserent in
the individual's preferences, then every
r:ther state or candidate is indifferent to
one of tJlese. A change from one level to the
next represents the minimum difierence
rvhich is discernible to an individual. This
assumption is not unreasonable; we cannot
expect individuals to have more than 103
or 10 or 10e levels of discretion.a

i, . . . , M. Each has a finite number of
t'levels of discretion," 1, 2,. . . , tr;. Level
one is best; 2,, worst. The number, L;, of
levels may differ from person to person.

Suppose we are considering trvo candi-
dates (1 and 2) and suppose further-for a
moment*that we know the level at which
each voter a'ranks 1 and 2;i.e., we know 1.1,
la. Given the matrix l,ir a social welfare
function will rank the candidates 1 and 2.
If candidate 2 fell in the opinion of voter 1

(i.e., 1p increases), everything else remain-
ing tJre same, we would require that candi-
date 2 should not rise in the social ordering.
This does not conrradict the Arrow re-
quirements. We rvould also admit the fol-
lowing resolutions.

Resolation ,/.-A social welfare function
shall not be rejected as unreasonable on
the sole grounds that candidate 70 falls
in the social ordering, when, for some
'i, : io,1,rro inslsasss-the other l;r,s re-
maining the same.

Typically we will not know the exact
leve15 1,. or even the number of levels Zi.
All we will know are the rankings a", of n
candidates by ru voters. This information
may be expressed by a matrix A * (a;,).
(We assume that each of. the rn voters has
ranked all the z candidates.) Our previous
discussion justifies.

Resolul,i,on 2.*A social welfare function
shall not be rejected on the sole grounds
thaf it changes the ordering of. j1 and jc
as the state of information changes.

The condition that the welfare function
should be independent of irrelevant alterna-
tives may be preserved somewhat I it seems
reasonable to require.

Let us state our position more formally: Resol,ution J.-F9r a given state of informa-
Suppose that there are M voters, 1, . .: , tion, the welfare function should order

sL. J. savage (,,The Theory of statistical De- the "candidates" independently of their
cision,"'Journi o7 *n iial.can Stalisti.cal. Associa- availability.
tion,xLYl, No.253 [1951], 64) has pointed out ina r we realize that continuity assumptions are
diferent context that "when the new act is ad- often made; but these, we feel, a-re made ior r*ro*
mitted the $oup may well change its choice to of mathematical convenience iather than out of the
arrive at a compromise with some members who conviction &at theindividual has anoncountubt"*
p-refer the new possibility, without actually adopting or even denumerable-number of ,discretion
the nerv possitrility itself.', levels.,t
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If we modify the Arrow conditions to
satisfy our three resolutions, then rve have
a set of conditions satisfled by many welfare
functions. The fact that a large class of
social welfare functions exists means that
riralue judgments in addition to those em-
bodied in the resolutions are needed to
choose a unique function, We will noly con-
sider which functions we think are ,,most

plausible" in our context. We will follorv
Arrow in the use of the axiomatic approach;
tJrat is, we will lay dorvn conditions to be
required of any welfare function and rvill
then seek those welfare functions which
satisfy these conditions. Our conditions will
be somey,hat different from those of Arrow.

Por any given state of information
(given by a matrlx A : larl of orderings)
the social welfare function gives a simple
ordering of alternatives, independently of
their availability; i.e., the social welfare
function orders the vectors

a set in an ra-dimensional Euclidean space.
The social welfare function is defined for all
states of information ("IJniversal Applica-
bility"), i.e., the ordering is defined for all
matrices (a;,) oI positive integers. This
ordering satisfies the following conditions:

Corudition I (Pareto opti.mal,ity).-If nobody
prefersTr toyi and somebody prefersl to
2, then 7r is socially preferred to 72, i.e., ii
a;i, 2 aoi, for all i and, a,io ) o";, for
some r, then {a;,f } [a.;,].
In some cases the following condition is

desirable:

Cond.ition 2 (Symmeay).*The social order-
ing is unchanged if the rows of .4 are
interchanged.

The first two conditions, we feel, are
self-explanatory. The next condition says,

roughly, that trle significance of a change
from one discretion level to the next is the
same, no matter what level one starts from.

Condition 3.*Suppose voter i has exhibited
Z, Ievels of discretion. The social order-
ing among candidates 1 and 2 remains
unchanged if we replace afl and alr by
at * c and a;g f c, respectively. The
constant c must be an integer such that

lla,ifc(max.pJ

for ali7.

If rve require only Condition 1, any
monotonic ordering function defines a social
welfare function, and these are the only
acceptable ones.

If we insist on Conditions 1-3, then one
and only one social welfare function is ac-
ceptable. This prescribes that

[au,l ) lar;,|

if and only if

E'"r', I "rr, '

This rvill be shown in the next section.r

rArrow has stated: "The close reladonship
between inter'personal comparability of utility
differerrces (marginal utilities) and the use of the
summation-of-utilities criterion for social welfare
decisions has, of course, Iong been recognized
vaguelyl however, Goodman-Markowitz have great-
ly clarified the meaning of the proposition, and, in
particular, have shown that the two conditions are
necessary and sufrcient for each other" ("The
Meaning of Social Welfare: A Comment on Some
Recenr Proposals," Technical Report No. 2, De-
partment of Economics, Stanford University, 1951).

Arrow has also shown that Conditions l-3 imply
that the less discriminating individual is completely
discriminated against. He points out that this result
has obviously a strong afrnity rrith the discussion
by J. von Neumann and O. Morgenstern of games
rvith discrete utility scales; there too it develops
that the less discerning player is completely dis-
criminated against (cf. J. von Neumann and O.
I\{orgenstern, Theory of Gama and Econoni.c Be-
havior lPrincetan University Press, 194?], pp. 614-
16). It should be menrioned that by removing the
symmetry condition and using an appropriate sys-
tem of weights, za;, this problem may be avoided.

l::',1

[.-,]
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The authors also had conjectured that

if only Conditions 1 and 3 are iequired, then
a simple class of welfare funcfious is ac-
ceptable (some continuity condition on the
function is also needed). A welfare function
is a member of this acceptable class if and
only if there exists a set of rveights ?er such
that

la,i,l ) la,i,l

if and only if

Z*oo,,,) )zo,oo;,.

A result of tie work of D. Blackwell and
M. A. Girshick, presenred by Blackwell at
the Santa Monica meetings of the Institute
of MatJrematical Statistics, August, 1951,
verifies this conjecture if certain continuity
conditions are added.

Clifiord Hildreth6 has shown one way of
avoiding the Arrow paradox. In the Hil-
dreth system, probability combinations of
alternatives are introduced explicitly, The
present writers feel that the Hildreth re-
sults do not completely remove tie sting
from the Arrow paradox. In some practict
situations we know only the rankings by
individuals. In an election, for exampie, we
usually know only which candidate is most
prelerred by each voter. We might reason-
ably ask each voter to rank all candidates.
But it does not seem too reasonable to re-
quire tJrat voters consider probability com-
binations of candidates.

If we combine one aspect of the Hildreth
approach with ours, an interesting light is
cast on Arrow's Possibility Theorem. Ar-
row's result was originally derived from a
requirement that the ordering be independ-
ent of the choice of the utility function to
represent the individual orderings ; i.e., tlere
is some kind of invariance under monotone
transformations of the individual indifier-
ence map. We find that even requiring in-
variance under linear transformations rvill
lead to the same paradox, essentially.

I C. Ilildrettr, Corvles Commission Discussion
Papers, "3rconomics,,, Nos, ZM2 and 2029,

PROOTS

Let there be nr voters. An acceptable
social welfare function is a weak ordering
of the points {a1} in a subset of ru-dimeri
sional Euclidean space such that

1. Pareto optimality.*If. ai' > a! f.or all
values of f, except as; then loi'l > loil @!
preferred to ce') rvhen ail > a'i".

2. Synrnery.-{a,} : {r,} when ttrere
exists a one-to-one mapping of the indices
i e j such that aa: 6r.

. 3a. {a,l > {6,} if and only if {r,l +
{c.}>{6,1*{c,}.
Tnootru 1: (A) The ordering relation de-

finedby lo,l : lb"l if Za" = )bulo,l >
lb,l it 2a, ) Di, is an acceptable social
welfare function. (B) It is the only ac-
ceptable social welfare function.

Proof.*A is trivial since Conditions 1,
2, and 3a are easily verified. B is more
difficult.

Let us first consider the case (a) where
2a; * 26n. We must show that any social
vrelfare function must necessarily prescribe
lo"l : {6.}. Let us add

-a,*X,r,-r.) I 
: lc,l

to the trvo vectors. We then have

. _t

a,* c": E (6, * d*) : b,-t- a,*t
,*,, 

-,
+ | ta, * a") : b"*t* ct*r,

and o, * co: b** c^: 0. Hence by (3o)
rve need only consider the case where o":
6;*1 and ao: b*:0 when 2a;*26.,
Hence by (2) { a,l * lb,l.

Let us now consider the case when
Zar ) 2h. We must shorv that any social
welfare function must necessarily prescribe
{o"} > {6,}. Let us consider a vector {c"}
such that 2c, : 2(a; - b), cn : 0 for
a; 1 b, and cn + b, < oi, otherwise, Then
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l.b, + ,'l * {a,l ,by the preceding result, and
{6r + 6c} > {}.} by (1). Hence, [a,] > {&,}.

In t.lle proof of Theorem 1, we added, us-
ing. (3a), constants to the vectors {o,J anfl
lD;l in proving the first case (o). It is inter-
esting to note that we need not postulate t}:e
existence of any numbers @,r 6; greater than
those observed.

We prove this fact by means of mathe.
matical induction an flr, the number of
voters. For rn : 2, it is clear since the con-
stants added are such that the resulting vec-
tors contain only tJre numbers 0 and 61 - al,
which may be taken as nonnegative. Let us
assume the result is true for vectorsinra * !
space, and let us choose two vectors satisfy-
ing case (a) in rn space. Rearrange these vec-
tors so that a^ - b* > 0. Now consider the
vectOrs lar, oo, . . , s &ro-2, arr*r) and {fu,
br, . .', b**2, b*q * (o- * D-) | which satis-
fy case (a)inm - 1 space. Bytheinduction
hypothesis, we assume that constants may
be added to these veclors such that none of
the resulting numbers are greater than those
appearing in the two rrectors and a fortiori
in the vectors la,l, {b,1. In the original
vectors, D-*r Ond atu ate transformed into
o,o - b*, and 6- is transformed into 0.
Hence the result is proved.

The preceding argument suffices to show
also that the constants added need never
be suih as to obtain negatirre numbers.

U the original subset in the ru space is re-
stricted, furthermore, by the condition that
a"- should be noruregative integers (rank-
ings), the results still hold, since, in that case,
all constants added in the proof of Theorem
1 were also integers.

Suppose conclition (3o) is changed to read
36. The a; ?.te determined except for

arbitrary scale factors; i.e., {o.} > {},}, if
and only if lc,a,l ) lc"b"l.

Then by replacing a, by a;: e.{ and

uiing a slight modification of Theorem 1

in the r space, we obtain

tkror:eu 2t (A) lt'lhen (3o) is replaced by
(3i), then the ordering relation defined
by {o.l : [4,] iflfa;: flb;,la,l > lr,l
if IIor ) If6, is an acceptable social rvel-
fare function. (B) It is the only ac-
ceptable social welfare function (when
[3o] is replaced by [34].
From Theorems 1 and 2 we have

Tknonlu 3: When (3a) is replaced by the
condition that the ai &re determined
except for arbitrary linear transforma-
tions; i.e., la"l ) {6,}, if and only if
lc,* d"a,l ) {c, * d,D,}, then no social
welfare function is possible.

This result gives us some insight into the
"Possibility Theorem" of Arrow.

Suppose nolv rhat a social nelfare func-
tion is not required to satisfy conditions (2)
and (3a). Then we have

Tnronnu 4: (A) Il (2) and (3o) are not re-
quired, the ordering relation defined by
lo,l * lb,l if l(a,l) * lUb,l), la,l >
{}'} if/({4,}) > fllb,l), is an acceptable
social welfare function, when / is mono-
tonicl i.e., for c;, ) 0 and c; > 0,/({r. +
c,)) > l({brl). (3) These are the only
acceptable social rvelfarefunctions (if [2]
and [3a] are not required).

ProoJ.*A is trivial. Now for B. Suppose
we are given a social rvelfare function (i.e.,
an ordering of the points, in a subset of aa

space). By ordering we may define a real
value function C({or}) which has the prop.
erty that e(la,l): C(lr,l) if and onty if
lo,l : {6;} and S([o,]) > c([6,]) if and
only if {r,} ) {D;}. Since the social.relfare
function satisfi.es (1), g is monotonic.

Uuryrnstrv or Cruceco
RAND Coxror.arroN


